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VIGILANCE - NEED OF THE HOUR
- B.B.Verma
FA&CAO/ECR/Hajipur
Indian Society is presently going through a churning process.
With economic progress, globalization, rising level of income, spread
of education, greater awareness through better communication, the
expectation of general public has gone up not only for better governance but for removing corruption. The recent instances associated with Lokpal bill indicates that there is a rising anger against
corruption & that level of tolerance for corruption is declining amongst
the masses.
Corruption happens because of gaps in the system, weakness or inadequacy of internal control in an organization, which is
then exploited by the corrupt to their advantage. The administration
should identify the vulnerability of the system & procedure & take
corrective measure to reduce the scope for corruption. Various aspects of awareness about corruption are:1. Corruption creates distortions of two kinds, firstly the relative
pricing of goods & services as the prices get determined by
relative levels of corruption in production of these goods & services. Secondly the distortion in pricing distorts the allocation of
resources in the economy and thereby reducing the efficient
use of resources. It also keeps out the honest and genuine entrepreneurs from entering the business.
2. Deregulation always brings in competition and results in improved
growth while bringing down the cost of product and service thereafter.
3. 'Sunshine Principle' - is based on a simple premise that anything on which the rays of sun fall directly cannot stay hidden &
unnoticed for long.
4. The 'sunshine Principle' needs be applied in all the Govt. deptt.
Often corruption occurs mainly due to opacity of rules, regulation & decision making process.
5. Instead of working for revelations through RTI queries, let the
Govt. decide that it will function openly and voluntarily, put out
information about its functioning in the public domain.
2
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6. Since application of 'Sunshine Principle' will bring in transparency & expose corruption, one need to initiate measures that
would eliminate the extant corrupt practices in the Govt. processes.
7. There is a need to completely overhaul most of the rules, regulations, and laws governing the functioning of business and the
economy. Here leveraging technologies in improving the working processes can be of a great benefit.
The broad simple step which the organization should take to
reduce corrupt practices are:
1. Simplification of rules & procedures. This should be undertaken
in such a way that the interface with public officials is kept to the
minimum.
2. Ease of access to records/transactions.
3. Strong grievance redressal machinery.
4. Transparency in each process of Govt. through E-Governance.
5. The role of public functionary & intermediaries to be made redundant.
6. Bring in social awareness amongst people.
To sum up corruption is linked with human behavior which
also reflects social values. We need to promote ethical values in
the society especially, amongst younger generations as a part of
their character building. Only then we can hope to reduce if not
eliminate corruption.

Corruption and hypocrisy ought
not to be inevitable products of
democracy, as they undoubtedly
are today.
-Mahatma Gandhi
3
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E-PROCUREMENT : ADVANTAGEOUS TO RAILWAYS
- P.K. Sinha,
Dy. CMM (C&W) & Ex Dy CVO (S)
The key focus of Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) has
been on ensuring transparency in Public Procurement through
introduction of appropriate systems and tools in the procurement
processes. Of late, E-tendering or e-procurement is emerging as
the new method for doing Public Procurement using the modern
tools of IT and internet. E-procurement is expected to bring greater
efficiency in the procurement process apart from bringing
transparency and reducing human interference, grievances and
complaints. In Indian Railways, E-procurement has been
successfully implemented in procurement of different types of Stores
(both Stock and Non-stock) as well as for track supply items of
Engineering Department. Focus is on to implement it for purchase
of different types of medicines by Medical department. Within a
very short span Vendor and Inspection module will be introduced
and it will be connected through MMIS (Material Management
Information System). This will facilitate in reporting right from demand
generation stage till inspection and supply stage to a depot. Days
are not far away when the same will be implemented in Works
Contract and Consultancy contracts also.
The main advantage of E-procurement are as follows:
Transparency
It has resulted in greater transparency and reduction in
complaints. A bidder can download tender documents at any place
in the world and can quote. His physical presence at the time of
dropping the bid and opening is not mandatory.
Just after opening of tender tabulation statement is displayed
on the site and can be seen by any tenderer or Railway user thus
showing complete transparency of the system. This also helps
Railway administration in taking decision about reasonability of rates
by looking rates opened in other Railways, specification, quantum
of requirement of other Railway etc. The exact time of uploading
the tender documents on the web, that of quoting tenders, revision
of offer if any before tender opening and bid-ids are stored and the
same is printed in documents downloaded.
4
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Reducing costs
Costs have been reduced by leveraging volume, having
structured supplier relationships and by using system improvements
while improving quality and supplier performance. E-procurement
eliminates paperwork, rework and errors. The low cost of information
and technology courtesy of the internet, is a major advantage of
E-procurement. The costs of buying or selling as well as barriers to
market entry have significantly been lowered as operation costs
are reduced. sellers don't have to come physically for buying and
dropping the tenders, thus reducing their man power, time and
money.
Ease in Decision making
Number of tenderers who hav e downloaded tender
documents and number of tenderers who have actually participated
are also displayed in the downloaded documents. Commercial
deviations and technical deviations of each tenderer is compiled
separately in relevent column thus helping the authorities to take
decisions. Tabulation statement with ranking is prepared by the
software itself and there is no manual interference. This avoids time
in preparing tabulation statement and its vetting by associated
accounts, thus reducing cycle time of procurement drastically.
Productivity

www.ireps.gov.in
5

Work load of many manual activities e.g. tender opening,
preparation of tabulation statements and its vetting, etc have been
reduced resulting in increase of productivity of officials. Similarly
bidder does not need to be physically present and by sitting in his
office he can quote for many Railways. This has reduced travel
time and increased their productivity
Using technology
Latest technology is being used in E-procurement. Vendors
are being sent e-mails for quoting, their approvals on the site
VIGILANCE BULLETIN / 5

www.ireps.gov.in are being given through digital signatures.
Additional programs provide the framework for linking MMIS with
IREPS, modules for supplier databases, inspection agency and
delivery thus linking the entire process from indent till receipt of
material in the depot. It pays for Railways to spend money on eprocurement technology. This investment will boost efficiency. The
longer term reduction in costs will enable Railways to direct their
resources to more strategic initiatives. E-procurement advantages
also includes process eff iciencies, spending controls and
compliance.
An adequate, fully integrated e-procurement approach is
needed for overall success. However, new technologies also have
their own lacunae and pitfalls. It is therefore of utmost importance
to ensure that security and transparency are not compromised in
any way while adopting the new internet based procurement
methodology. If this is not done, e-procurement can in fact become
worse than the manual procurement process as far as transparency
and security are concerned.

If a county is to be corruption free and
become a nation of beautiful minds, I
strongly feel there are three key
societal members who can make a
difference. They are the father, the
mother and the teacher.
- Abul
When I notice weakness in others, let
me also aim to recognize their
strength.
6
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DISPROPORTIONATE ASSET CASES & CONDUCT RULES
- Vikas Chandra
CPM/RVNL/Patna & Ex. Dy.CVO/Engg.
The Central Vigilance Commission has observed that many
cases of possession of assets disproportionate to known sources
of income come to naught owing to lack of a standard transparent
method in assessing the wealth found in possession of public
servants. The relevant Conduct Rules/Regulations etc. require public
servants to report acquisition of movable property above a fixed
value and of all immovable property. It has been observed that there
has been a marked tendency in various organizations to raise queries
repeatedly on these intimations without ever accepting them. It needs
to be noted that this discourages public servants from complying
with reporting requirements. It also needs noting that such intimations
are made when there is no intention to hide the transaction, i.e. the
transaction is a bonafide one. Therefore, impediments such as
repeated queries demotivate the public servant who is being honest
about his transactions. Repeated querying also does not result in
uncovering any wrongdoing on the part of the public servant.
Acceptance of such intimations does not confer immunity from
investigations at a later stage should the need arise; nor is it a
reflection on the efficiency or otherwise of the authorities concerned.
Mere intimation and its acceptance does not imply that the value
declared is to be accepted in the event of an investigation. Separate
instructions guide the process of assessing the wealth of public
servants in investigation. There is, thus, no worthwhile benefit that
accrues from such detailed inquiries at the time of intimation.
Prevention of corruption Act 1988 provides for legal action
for criminal misconduct in relation to possession of pecuniary
resources or property disproportionate to known sources of income
under section 13 of the Act. Section 13 (1) (e) of the Act reads as
follows:
"If he or any person on his behalf, is in possession or has, at
any time during the period of his office, been in possession for which
the public servant cannot satisfactorily account of pecuniary
resources or property disproportionate to his known sources of
income."
7
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The necessary condition which must be satisfied before the
offence of criminal misconduct can be said to have been committed
by a person 13(1) (e) are:
i. The accused must be a public servant.
ii. He or some other person on his behalf must be found in
possession of pecuniary resources or property, which is
disproportionate to his known source of income.
iii. The accused is not able to satisfactorily account for the
possession of such disproportion assets.
Since the possession of disproportion assets is a substantive
offence, the responsibilities of the investigating officers while
investigating such case have considerably increased. They should
collect sufficient material so as to be in a position to satisfy the
court beyond any reasonable doubt that the offence under section
13(1) (e) has been committed.
In the Prevention of corruption Act 1988, explanation has been
added to section 13 (1) (e) defining the term "known sources of
Income", which reads— "For the purpose of this section known
sources of income", means income received from any lawful source
and such receipt has been intimated in accordance with the
provisions of any law, rules or orders for the time being applicable
to a public Servant."
Therefore, in order to make out an offence Under Sec. 13 (1)
(e), known sources of income must be 1) from a Lawful source and
2) the same should have been intimated in accordance with the
provisions of any law, rules or order applicable to the public servant.
Even if illegal income or income from unlawful source is
intimated in accordance with the provisions of Law, Rules, or orders
for the time being applicable to a Public Servant it will not become
lawful.
So it is very much important that the all transactions made
by the Railway Men (Public Servant should be intimated as per Indian
Railways Conduct Rules 1966. Some of issue which are important
for Railway Servants while making transactions for movable and
immovable properties are as follows:1. No Railway servant shall accept, or permit any member of his
family or (any other person acting on his behalf) to accept, any
8
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gift. The expression "gift' shall include free transport, boarding,
lodging or other service or any other pecuniary advantage
provided by any person other than a near relative or personal
friend having no official dealings with the govt. servant.
Note:(i) A casual meal, lift or other social hospitality shall not be
deemed to be a gift.
(ii) A Railway servant shall avoid accepting lavish hospitality
or frequent hospitality from any individual, industrial or
commercial firms, organizations, etc. having official dealings
with him.
(iii) On occasions such as weddings, anniversaries, funerals
or religious functions, when the making of gift is in conformity
with the prevailing religious and social practice, a Railway
Servant may accept gifts from his near relatives or from his
personal friends having no official dealings with him, but
shall make a report to the Government, if the value of such
gift exceeds Rs 7000/- in the case of a Railway servant holding any
Gr 'A' post;
Rs 4000/- in the case of a Railway servant holding any
Gr 'B' post;
Rs 2000/- in the case of a Railway servant holding any
Gr 'C' post;
Rs 1000/- in the case of a Railway servant holding any
Gr 'D' post.
In any other case, a Railway servant shall not accept any gift
without the sanction of the Government if the value exceeds Rs 1500/- in the case of Railway servants holding any Group
'A' or Group 'B' post; and Rs 500/- in the case of Railway Servants
holding any Group 'C' or Group 'D' post.
Note:- Making or acceptance of gifts amongst "Near
Relatives" which include father, mother, son, daughter etc. requires
the approval of the competent authority under para 13(5) of conduct
rules.
2. Where a railway servant enters into a transaction in respect of
movable property either in his name or in the name of a member
of his family, he shall within one month from the date of issue
transaction, report the same to the Government, if the value of

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

9
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such property exceeds two months basic pay of the Railway
servant:
Provided that the previous sanction of the Government shall
be obtained by the Railway Servant if any such transaction is with a
person having official dealing with him.
For the purpose of this rule, the expression 'movable property'
includes(a) jewellery, insurance policies the annual premium of which
exceeds two
months' basic pay of the railway servant,
shares, securities and debentures;
(b) All loans, whether secured or not, advanced or taken by the
Government servant.
(c) Motorcars, motor cycles, horses, or any other means of
conveyance; and
(d) Refrigerators, radios, radiograms and television sets.
Note :(i) Purchase of items of movable property for giving presents at
the time of marriage will be regulated by rule 18(3) above like
any other transactions in movable property.
(ii) Sale and purchase of shares, securities, debentures, etc. are to
be treated as transactions in movable property. An intimation is
to be given under Rule 18(4) to the prescribed authority in the
proforma laid down in the following cases:
Group 'A' and 'B' Officers - If the cumulative transactions
i.e., sale, purchase or both in shares, securities, debentures
or mutual funds scheme etc. exceedsRs.50,000/- during the
calendar year.
Group 'C' and 'D' Officers - If the cumulative transactions
i.e., sale, purchase or both in shares, securities, debentures
or mutual funds scheme etc., exceeds Rs.25,000/- during
the calendar year.
The above intimation will be in addition to the intimation(s)
required to be given under Rule 18(3) in respect of individual
transactions in shares, securities, debentures, etc. which exceeds
the amounts prescribed there for.
3. No railway servant shall, except with the previous knowledge of
the Government acquire or dispose of any immovable property
by lease, mortgage, purchase, sale, gift or otherwise either in his
own name or in the name of any member of his family:

(i)

(ii)

10
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Provided that the previous sanction of the Government shall
be obtained by the Railway servant if any such transaction is with a
person having official dealings with him.
For purchase of immovable property the Railway officer must
ensure that:
The application is made on the relevant Standard Form.
All the columns of the form are properly and clearly filled.
The application must be forwarded by the controlling officer.
Source of finance should be clearly mentioned along with the
supporting documents.
All the paper related with the sale/purchase of the immovable
property such as copy of agreement etc in case of purchase of
flats should be attached.
If personal loans is to be taken, a declaration from that person
should be taken.
Financial source of personal saving should be clearly mentioned.
In case of loans from banks, consent letter of the bank showing
number of installations and duration of the loan should be
mentioned.
Last pay slip of the applicant in support of his paying capacity
along with the details of the loan already taken.
Note:After the sixth pay commission all the supervisory staff in
Grade pay of Rs 4600/- and above are required to file annual property
return of their immovable property.
The Conduct Rules, impose various restrictions on Railway
employees. Summary of conduct rules in the form of Do's and Don'ts
applicable to employees are given below:Do's
Maintain absolute integrity and devotion to duty all times
Those holding responsible posts - maintain independence and
impartiality in the discharge of your duties.
Maintain decent and responsible conduct in their private life.
Observe proper decorum during lunch break.
Render prompt and courteous service to the public.
11
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Report to the superiors the fact of your arrest or conviction in a
Criminal court and the circumstances connected therewith, as
soon as it is possible to do so.
Keep away from demonstrations organized by political parties
in the vicinity/ neighbourhood of government offices.
Manage private affairs in such a way as to avoid habitual
indebtedness or insolvency.
Maintain political neutrality.
Act in accordance with the government policies.
Observe courtesy and consideration to Members of Parliament
and State Legislatures.
If any legal proceedings are instituted for the recovery of any
debt due from you or for adjusting you as an insolvent, report
the full facts of such proceedings to the competent authority.
In performance of duties in good faith, communicate information
to a person in accordance with the 'Right to Information Act,
2005' and the rules made there under.
Don'ts
Do not indulge in acts unbecoming of a government servant.
Do not be discourteous, dishonest of partial.
Do not make joint representations in matters of common interest.
Do not adopt dilatory tactics in your dealings with public.
Do not convey oral instructions to subordinates.
Do not practise un-touchability
Do not associate yourself with any banned organizations.
Do not join any association or demonstration whose objects or
activities are prejudicial to the interest of the sovereignty and
integrity of India, Public order or morality.
Do not give expression to views on Indian or foreign affairs,
while visiting foreign countries.
12
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Do not get involved in unauthorized communication of any official
document or any part thereof or classified information to any
government servant or any other persons to whom you are not
authorized to communicate such document of classified
information.
Do not join or support an illegal strike.
Do not enter into any private correspondence with Foreign
Embassies or Missions.
Do not accept lavish or frequent hospitality from any individual,
industrial or commercial firms, organizations, etc having official
dealings with you.
Do not accept any offer of the cost of passage to foreign countries
or hospitality by way of free board and lodging there, if such
offers are from foreign firms contracting with Govt.
Do not accept invitations to you and members of your family for
free inaugural flights offered by Air India, Indian Airlines
Corporations or Foreign Airlines.
Do not give or take or abet giving or taking of dowry or demand
any dowry directly or indirectly from the parent or guardian of a
bride or bridge-groom.
Do not accept any gift from any foreign firm which is having
official dealings.
Do not engage yourself in canvassing business of life insurance
Agency, commission agency or advertising agency owned or
managed by the members of your family.
Do not lend or borrow money from or deposit money as a
member or agent, with any person, firm or private company with
whom you likely to have official dealings. Do not otherwise place
yourself under pecuniary obligation with such person, firm or
private company.
Do not approach your subordinates for standing surety for loans
taken from private sources either by your / your relations / friends.
Do not undertake private consultancy work.
Do not speculate in any stock, share or other investment.
13
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Do not purchase shares out of the quota reserved for friends
and associates of Directors of companies.
Do not bid at any auction of property where such auction is
arranged by your own officers.
Do not stay as guest with foreign diplomats or foreign national in
India.
Do not invite any foreign diplomat to stay with you as a guest in
India.
Do not accept or permit your wife or dependants to accept
passage money or free air transport from a foreign Mission/
Government or Organization.
Do not bring any political influence in matters pertaining to your
service.
Do not consume any intoxicating drinks or drugs while on duty.
Do not appear in public place in a state of intoxication.
Do not indulge in any act of sexual harassment of any woman at
her work place.
Do not employ children below 14 years of age.
Do not accept award of monetary benefits instituted by private
trusts/ Foundations, etc.

The earth is upheld by the veracity of
those who have subdued their passions,
and following righteous practices, are
never contaminated by desire,
covetousness and wrath.
- Sri Vishnu Purana
"The world is a dangerous place to live;
not because of the people who are evil,
but because of the people who do not do
any thing about it."
- Albert Einstein
14
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Do's and Don'ts
1. Accountal & receipt of Scrap
Do's
Accountal of returned stores received is done without delay.
Entry of all returned stores vouchers are to be made without
any delay in NS-11 register.
Ensure that description of returned stores tallies with the
description on the Advice Note/DS-8.
Ensure verification of credentials of the person who brings
returned stores along with Advice Note/DS-8/NS-11.
Check the material for quality & quantity received along with
DS-8/NS-11 and in case of any discrepancy, discrepancy
memo must be issued.
The variation in quantities dispatched and quantities
acknowledged by Depot Officers to be informed to concerned
officers/consignees and further necessary action to be taken.
To the extent possible, scrap is to be dispatched by
consignees in segregated condition. If not complied then
concerned depot officer to take up the matter with the
returning officials.
Try to indicate the location of dumping of received material
in the receipt register.

Don'ts
Do not allow fresh arising to get mixed up with lots already
surveyed and ready for sale.
Do not make any alternation/over-writings on returned stores
vouchers (DS-8/NS-11).
15
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2. Inspection of Lots before inclusion in auction
Do's
Ensure that sufficient book balance is available before lot is
put up for survey.
Ensure that lots of distinct nature are made as separate lots
to avoid picking and choosing at the time of delivery.
Ensure survey of lots wherever required before inclusion in
auction catalogue.
Ensure proper nomination of Survey Committee.
Ensure Survey committee meetings are held regularly to
avoid bunching of lots.
Avoid forming too big or too small lots, which hampers
competition.
Ensure that Lot inspection is properly done and lot No. is
exhibited on the lot before inclusion in the auction.
Ensure filling up of all the columns in lot inspection certificate/
survey committee recommendations without leaving any
blanks.
Don'ts
Do not allow fresh arising to get mixed -up with lots already
surveyed and ready for sale.
Do not allow the scrap merchants or other unauthorized
persons to enter the scrap yard except strictly on business
and under proper authorization.
3.

Shortage and refund after deliveries

Do's
Ensure that shortage of material at the time of delivery is
genuine.
16
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Ensure that the refunds are arranged promptly.
Ensure that lots are promptly cancelled forfeiting the EMD
wherever the purchasers fail to pay the balance sale value
in time.
Ensure that large variations in the quantities are properly
investigated.
Don'ts
Do not adjust the shortage from other lots or from fresh
receipts
4.

General

Do's
Ensure stock verification at regular interval as per schedule.
Ensure regular review of BAR(Book Average Rate/PD rate
(Predetermined rate)
Officers should carry out surprise inspections and issue
inspection notes.
5.

Delivery of scrap to purchasers

Do's
Ensure verification of genuineness of money receipt for
balance sale value and payment of all dues such as sales
tax, TCS, water & cess charges, etc before issuing Delivery
order.
Ensure that all columns of the Delivery Order are filled in all
respects i.e. Quantity, payment of balance sale value, Free
delivery period, etc.
Ensure that the interest and ground rent are realized
wherever necessary before effecting the delivery.
Ensure delivery is effected in presence of all witnessing
officials.
17
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Ensure all weighments and deliveries are correctly recorded
in the relevant register.
Ensure the material being delivered is the one which is sold
in the auction.
Ensure that the purchaser does not disturb the nearby
material while taking delivery of sold lot.
Ensure that purchaser does not carry fresh receipts while
taking delivery.
While giving installment delivery, ensure that the quantity
being delivered is in proportion to the amount paid and that
no extra material is delivered.
Ensure that progress of delivery is entered on reverse of
delivery order.
Ensure that all the excluded items are collected from the
purchaser, before giving delivery of condemned rolling stock.
Investigate, if the contents of lot to be delivered are found to
be significantly different from the description shown in the
delivery order.
Ensure that delivery is made in the permitted hours of
working. If necessary, the timings of RPF & ISA/SV to be
aligned with depot working timings.
Don'ts
Do not allow delivery of different lots by same batch of
witnessing officials simultaneously at the same time.
Do not club different lots having different materials while
giving delivery on any pretext such as convenience of
transportation, etc.
Do not allow purchasers to pick and choose while arranging
delivery of the sold materials. The delivery should start from
one end.
Do not allow purchasers to disturb the nearby material while
taking delivery of sold lot.
18
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In no case sold materials to be stationed out of the depot
premises unless issue notes & gate passes have been
issued.
6.

Weighment facilities

Do's
Ensure "ZERO" on weighing machine every day before
commencement of delivery by weighment.
Ensure periodic inspection of weighbridge by standard weight
& variable weight by depot officers and supervisors.
Ensure that the weigh machines seals are intact.
Ensure certification of weighing machines checked and
certified by legal metrology department on due dates.
Ensure AMC for weighing machines for its proper upkeep.
[Ref: Adviser, Rly. Stores, Railway Board's letter no. 2010/
RS(S)/709/13-Pt-I dt 12.10.2011]

"The best and the only right course
Would be for the public to prevent
Actual corruption from taking place.
By maintaining a sleepless vigilance,
And for the servant to keep the Public
on the qui vive."
-Mahatma Ghandhi

19
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
- S.S. Rathore
Chief Vigilance Inspector (Stores)

1. Issue of material to contractor from stock without
provision in contract

'x'

In a section 'X' a deposit work was to be done for DFCCIL by
division for which contract was awarded to the contractor by TRD
unit of the division. As per agreement, materials were to be supplied
by the contractor.
During investigation of a complaint it was observed that some
materials which were meant for maintenance were issued to the
contractor from stock by different officials of divisional unit of TRD
department. In some case even high value materials were issued
to the contractor on loan which were returned again to the railways
after more than one year. The officials who issued the material stated
that issue has been made as per verbal instruction of AEE/TRD &
Sr DEE/TRD. No written prior approval for issue of material from
stock (meant for railway) to the contractor was taken. The SSE also
did not inform the division after issue of materials. No finance
concurrence for such action having financial implication was taken.
Officer in charge of the unit was asked to confirm the system
of issue of material to contractor from stores in such cases where
material is to be supplied by the contractor. He was also asked to
confirm that for this work pertaining to DFCCIL where material was
to be supplied by the contractor, how settlement of the cost of
material/material issued from stock has been planned with DFCCIL.
It was confirmed that materials were issued to the contractor
from stock in urgency and where provision for it was not in estimate
but material was required as per site requirement. He further
confirmed that no payment for material given to the firm in either of
the two circumstances has been made to the firm and payment to
the contractor will be made only after he returns the materials which
20
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were issued to the contractor. Further materials for which provision
were not made in the estimate but were required as per site
requirement and issued to the contractor, these (materials) will be
included in the store item in revised estimate for getting payment
from DFCCIL.
Electrical department was requested to advise the concerned
official for settlement of the cost of material/material issued from
stock for the above work of DFCCIL as well as that material from
stock should not be issued to the contract against the work where
material is to be supplied by the contractor except in case of urgency
where approval of competent authority and concurrence of
associated finance should be taken duly recording justification for
the same. Electrical department has advised all divisions of E C
Railway accordingly regarding issue of material from stock.

2. Misappropriation of materials pertaining to
electrical general
In Electrical General unit of a division there is a centralised
unit which stocks materials like fluorescent tube lights, CFL lamps,
switches, Cu cables, etc for maintenance work. The user unit under
SSE at the same place draws material required by them from the
centralised unit.
During check of the unit it was observed that the user unit
advised its officials to collect material on a slip made on a plane
paper instead of placing requisition for materials. Owing to nonsubmission of requisition in time materials were acknowledged by
material collection officials on loan register. No intimation from the
centralised stocking unit was sent to the user unit that how much
quantity was issued to the material collecting official.
Requistion for material drawn already by the user unit was
sent to the centralised stocking unit later on. It was found that the
quantity of materials fluorescent tube lights, CFL lamps, switches,
Cu cables, etc acknowledged on the loan register was less than
that issued from the ledger and the demanded quantity. Less quantity
of material was therefore issued and debited more from the ledger.
This amounted to misappropriation of material by the unit in charge/
material issuer.
21
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Loan register kept with the unit was maintained casually, it
did not bear the signature of the official of the centralised unit issuing
the material, it was not page numbered and all the enteries were
struck off. The official who issued the material also did not sign on
the issue voucher. Loan register is not a recognised document for
accountal of receipt and issue of material.
Concerned SSEs and the material issuer have been taken
up under Minnor Penalty.

3. Irregularity in RCD in receipt, accountal and
issue of HSD oil
- R.K. Singh
Chief Vigilance Inspector (Medical)
i.
(i)

ii.

(ii)

(iii)

iii.
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During a surprise vigilance check of receipt, accountal and
issue of HSD oil at one of the RCDs, huge shortage of 38,000
ltrs of HSD oil was found. During investigation it was noted
that HSD oil was issued in the unit by fuel issuers without taking
acknowledgement of drivers. Only names of drivers were
written in the fuel issue register by fuel issuers themselves.
Some where even names of drivers were also not written
against the fuel issued. There was no standard format for Fuel
Issue Register and different types of printed stationeries meant
for other works were used as Fuel Issue Register. This leaves
room for manipulation of issued quantity of HSD oil.
Stock verification was done in the unit without cross checking
the entries made in the fuel issue register and only totaling of
the daily issues made in the fuel issue register was matched
with the entry made in the ledger. Stock verification was
therefore confined to only checking the correctness of the
totaling of total issues of HSD oil made daily.
Handing over/taking over of shift charge was not as per JPO
issued by Railway Board and DIP measurement was recorded
without taking actual DIP measurement of storage tanks.
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iv.

(iv)

v.
(v)

In-charge of the concerned RCD unit has been taken up under
major penalty for the above irregularities and shortage of HSD
oil of 38,000 ltrs found in vigilance check. Concerned Fuel
Issuers have also been taken up under minor penalty and the
Stock verifier has been issued recorded warning.
Mechanical department has been requested to advise all
concerned to ensure maintenance of records for HSD oil issued
in a pre-printed standard format at RCDs, issue suitable
instruction as to how to maintain the records for issue/
acceptance of HSD oil and for maintaining a uniform system
for acknowledgement of HSD oil by drivers.

4. Likely loss due to non-recovery/adjustment of
advance payment made to firms for non-supply
of material
- Ranjeet Kumar
Chief Vigilance Inspector (Stores)
For supply of a stock item Oil Servo 606 RR, purchase order
was placed on M/s 'X' for 287 KL with the condition of advance
payment to be made to the firm against proforma invoice.
Purchase order was placed with price variation clause i.e. the
price prevailing on the date of supply would be considered.
Advance payment to the tune of about Rs 3.62 Cr was made
to the firm. The rate of material on the date of supply i.e. the
invoice rate was less than the rate of the purchase order. After
receipt of material, stocking depots granted receipt notes at
the rate of purchase order instead of the invoice rate (which
was lower). Receipt Note was required to be granted at Invoice
rate instead of PO rate.
Associated finance also wrongly did pricing of the Receipt
Notes at the PO rate instead of the invoice rate. Wrong pricing
of the receipt note resulted in fixation of wrong Book Average
Rate (BAR) which is revised after very fresh receipt and
consequently all transactions (receipts and issues) were
thereafter made at wrong BARs ultimately resulting into wrong
Cr to stores suspense and Dr to indenters.

'X'
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Supply of full PO quantity was not made by the firm
(approximately 285 KL was supplied against ordered quantity
of 287 KL) and ultimately Rs. 20,28,944.00 remained
outstanding with the firm for which no supply was made.
Suspense register is maintained by HQ finance to keep record
of supplies made by the firm and outstanding advance due
with the firm.
During investigation it was noted that suspense register
showed outstanding suspense of Rs 99, 30, 211/- against this
PO even though supplies were received more than one year
ago. Suspense register showed higher amount of outstanding
suspense balance owing to the reason that a
Associated finance did not send priced receipt notes to HQ
finance in time in some cases even after one year. In few
cases priced copy of receipt note was not traceable at
divisional finance office and after vigilance investigation zerox
copy of the same was sent to HQ finance.
b.
After receipt of priced receipt notes from the associated finance
some of the receipt notes were not posted in the suspense
register and some were posted against other PO.
No recovery/adjustment was suggested by finance from the
firm for excess payment of Rs. 20, 28,944.00. Finance department
was requested to streamline the maintenance of Suspense register
as per provisions of the stores code and advice of Rly Bd and for
correct pricing of Receipt Notes by associated finance office of the
stocking depots. Responsible staff has also been taken up.

5. Non-handing over of the charge of stores
- Arun Kumar
Chief Vigilance Inspector (Stores)

'X'

During a surprise vigilance check, it was noted that in one of
the godowns of a unit 'X' of TRD unit of a division, huge amount of
about 25 types of ferrous and non-ferrous TRD material new as
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well as scrap viz. Cu contact wire, Cu catenary wire, Cu dropper
wire, fasteners, insulators, GI Bkt Pipe, Steel wires, etc were lying.
The concerned JE/TRD/Unit 'X' could not show any ledger for these
X

items and stated that he did not know since when and how much
quantity of different items are lying in the godown. He further told
that he is not the stock holder of the unit and no ledger for these
items is maintained in the unit 'X'.

'X'

JE/TRD/Unit 'X' also stated that in this godown he keeps the

X

materials released from sections, sends these scrap material for
disposal from the godown to the centralized stocking unit, receives
new materials against contractual work from firms as well as
materials for maintenance from the centralized stocking unit under

Y

SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y' but he does not keep any ledger for these items.
He informed that ledger is maintained by SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y' who is

Y
X
Y

the stock holder. The controlling officer of the JE/TRD/Unit 'X' also
X

confirmed that SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y' is the stock holder of the materials
found in the godown of JE/TRD/Unit 'X'.

'Y'
'Z'

SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y' stated that SSE/PSI/Unit 'Z' was earlier

X

the stock holder of the materials lying in the godown of JE/TRD/
Y

Unit 'X'. Though he (SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y') has been made stock holder

X

of the materials of JE/TRD/Unit 'X', charge of materials of Unit 'X'

Z

has not been given to him by SSE/PSI/Unit 'Z' who was the stock
holder earlier.

Z
X

SSE/PSI/Unit 'Z' confirmed that he was stock holder of the

X

TRD Unit 'X' but he did not maintain any separate ledger for the

X

materials at Unit 'X'. He received material for contractual work for

X
X

the unit 'X' and sent them to the unit 'X' later on. He also issued

X
X

material for unit 'X' for which demand was sent to him by JE/TRD/
Unit 'X'. He further stated that JE/TRD/Unit 'X' used to send scrap
material to his unit for disposal on credit note.
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Z
Y

SSE/PSI/Unit 'Z' stated that two years ago SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y'
X

X
X

Y
X

X,

was made stock holder of TRD/Unit 'X'. But as he did not maintain
any separate ledger for the material at Unit 'X', he did not hand over
the charge of material of Unit 'X' to SSE/OHE/Unit 'Y'.
Joint assessment of the inventory available in the godown of
TRD Unit 'X' was done by the vigilance team with the stock holder,
JE/TRD/Unit 'X', stock verifier and RPF representative. About 25
numbers of new as well as scrap items including about 900 kgs of
Scrap Cu contact, catenary, dropper wire, about 1100 kg of new Cu
contact, catenary and dropper wire, 500 nos new insulators, GI pipe
Brackets, fasteners, steel wire, stay rod, bkt tube, etc valuing
approximately Rs 18 lakh have been found lying in the godown.
Once the stock holder of a unit is changed it needs to be
ensured that handing over/taking over of the charge of stores has
been made. Any transaction of stores from the unit is to be made
only after handing over/taking over.
The case is under investigation.

E (D&A) 2007/GS
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Railway Board vide their letter No.
E(D&A)2007/GS1-1, dated 17.06.2009 have
decided that in the context of acceptance of
the recommendations of sixth Central Pay
Commission, all supervisory staff working in
Pay Band-2 (Rs. 9300-34800) with Grade Pay
of Rs. 4600 will now have to submit an Annual
Return of their immovable property.
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
- Md. Jawaid Akhtar
Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer (Engg.)

1. Irregularity in execution of PF shed work
During the investigation of a preventive case, it was noticed
that as per nomenclature of item, corrugated circular aluminum
sheets of 'Jindal'/'Hindalco' brand of 0.91mm thickness was required
to be supplied and erected in position. But during the course of joint
check, it was found that these laid sheets were of 0.8mm thick and
also, these were not of Jindal/Hindalco brand. In addition to this,
corrugated trapezoidal Galvanium sheet of 'Durashine' brand of
0.5mm thickness was also laid in position against aluminum sheet
of 'Jindal' or 'Hindalco' brand of 0.91mm thickness. Thus inferior
quality of corrugated circular aluminum sheets have been provided
for PF shed works.
As per item of schedule for this work "supplying, fabricating,
erecting steel work for Channels @ Rs. 72245.30 per MT", angles
etc @ Rs. 71220.00 per MT & Plates @ Rs. 64131.50 per MT were
available separately. During joint check it was found that plates and
angles were also used for fabrication of columns and purlins but
payment of entire columns and Purlins was made against item of
Channels i.e. @ Rs. 72245.30 per MT. Thus excess payment made
to the contractor. Besides this, payment was not released on the
basis of length of different structural steel sections used in manufacturing of these columns @ standard unit weight of the used sections ; rather payment was released on the basis of weight per such
fabricated columns and fabricated Purlins. As per para 7.0 (ii) of
chapter-12, standard specifications for works and materials' 2008
"Unless otherwise stated, payment for steel work shall be based on
the calculated weight of the finished work. In calculating the weight,
the overall lengths of the members used in the fabrication (i.e. measured square) will be taken into account and no deduction will be
made for rivets or bolt holes, skew-cuts, notches etc".

(ii)
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It is also observed that four lengths of Steel Joists of
125x75x6mm sections of approx. 30m length each has been supplied fabricated and erected and payment for this item has been
released. During the joint check at site, it was jointly observed that
out of such four lengths of Steel joists, three length Joists have
been manufactured by old and released Steel Joists. Various defects like pitting, scaling, etc. were found over these fabricated Joists.
Entry for passing of these joists in Material passing register had
been done by the then incumbent in-charge supervisor of this work
in his own writing, but signed by his assisting JE and passed by the
then AEN. Case has been investigated and Disciplinary action has
been initiated against charged officials.

125x75x6

2. Irregularity in Supply & fixing water storage tanks

(IS-12701:1966)
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During the course of preventive check, it was noticed that
the water tanks of 'Reno' brand was supplied and placed in position
however, as per material passing register, tanks of 'Sintex brand"
was passed. During scrutiny, it is observed that Work Order for the
work in question had been prepared for Item no.11028 of ECR,
SOR 2008 i.e. for "Supplying, hoisting placing in position triple layer
moulded polyethylene water storage tanks cylindrical vertical with
polyethylene foam insulation as intermediate layer including lid of
'Polyfoam' or equivalent and making connections with existing pipe
lines (intake, delivery and overflow etc) with all lead and lift upto 3
storey". Accordingly, payment for the water storage tanks of 1000
litre and 500 litre capacity has been made against this item @ Rs.
7261.73 and Rs. 3822.68 respectively. However, after scrutiny of
the product details and clarified from the supplier, it is observed that
the Tanks of 'Reno' brand are Sintex make and 'Sintex Industries
Ltd manufacturers up to double layer tanks only in RENO brand
and do not manufacture triple layer tanks in RENO brand, they
manufacture triple layer tanks in Sintex brand only. Thus the material used in the work was not as per specifications.
Further, it is observed that item of PVC water tank of lower
specification, item no 11027 of ECR, SOR 2008 i.e. for "Supplying,
hoisting placing in position ISI marked (IS:12701-1966) rotational
moulded polyethylene water storage tanks cylindrical vertical with
lid of 'Sintex'/'polycon' or equivalent and making connections with
VIGILANCE BULLETIN / 28

[(3822.68-3105.58] x 25 +
(7261.73-5835.34) x 10 = 32191.40 + 643.828 (2%
=
32835.228-328.352
= 32506.876

existing pipelines (intake, delivery and overflow etc) including all
lead and lift up to 3 storey" of 1000 litre and 500 litre capacity @ Rs.
5835.34 and Rs. 3105.58 respectively are already available.
Thus, sub standard material has been passed and used in
the work and payment made against the higher rate item. Moreover, If payment is made as per item supplied i.e. against item no.
11027 of SOR, then approximate Rs. 32506.876 [(3822.68 - 3105.58)
x25+ (7261.73 - 5835.34) x 10 = 32191.40 + 643.828 (2%above) =
32835.228 - 328.352 (1%rebate) = 32506.876] could be saved. The
case is under investigation.

He who knows no Rules and follows
none, Just cannot be a servant of the
people
-Mahatma Gandhi

An error does not become truth by
reason of multiplied propagation, nor
does truth become error because
nobody will see it.
-Mahatma Gandhi
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
- S.P.S. Yadav
Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer (Elect)

1. Violation of Railway Board's instructions in
calling tender for maintenance of RMPU of AC
coaches.
During a check in one of the divisions of ECR, it was found
that the rates of the maintenance of RMPU coaches came down to
50% when open tender from all RDSO approved sources was called
as compared to when it was single tender from the OEM. The same
tenderer quoted in single tender 9110/- per coach month in 2008
as compared to 4280/- per coach month in a open tender open to
RDSO approved sources in 2010.
This reduction in rate was in spite of increase in labour and
the material cost in the intervening period. The overall cost was
reduced when the element of competition was brought in from OEM
to all RDSO approved sources.
2006/Elect (G)/114/2 dtd. 14.07.2008

94/Elect (TRS)/441/1 pt. III dtd.
06.08.2009
"STR" (Schedule of Technical requirement)
RDSO
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In the case of open tender from the RDSO approved sources.
The approval of General Manager was not taken before calling for
tender as advised vide Railway Board's letter no. 2006/Elect (G)/
114/2 dtd 14.07.2008. The letter issued from the Railway Board no.
94/Elect (TRS)/441/1 pt. III dated 06-08-2009 was also not taken
into consideration and provided in the tender documents. According
to Para (v) of this letter "where offers of firms other than those figuring
in the RDSO's approved list of source for repair/rehabilitation
happens to be lower than that of any of the RDSO approved sources,
then 20% of the tender quantity may be awarded amongst them
without waiting for the approval of RDSO for placing developmental
orders, provided these firms fulfill the RDSOs schedule of technical
requirement (STR)." It is expected that the Railway Boards above
advice of 20% developmental orders could have brought in more
competitive rates for maintenance of RMPU coaches.
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2. Underestimation of assessed cost and
unnecessary negotiation in the tenders
During a check in one of the divisions of ECR, it was found
that the assessed and advertised value of the tender was
39,67,325/- and the awarded value of the tender was 71,62,653/-.
Thus there was huge difference of 80.54% between assessed value
and awarded value. As assessed and advertised value based on
old rate, credential required for technical eligibility criteria i.e. one
work complete in current and last 3 years was 13,88,563/- and
credential required for financial eligibility criteria (Contractual amount
received in current & last 3 years) was 59,50,987/-.
The credential submitted by the lone tenderer was of
14,92,986/- for technical eligibility criteria and 61,29,781/- for
financial eligibility criteria.
Had the cost assessment done correctly on latest LAR/
analysis and correct cost advertised the credential required for
technical eligibility criteria would be
25,06928/- and financial
eligibility criteria would be 1,07,43,979/-.
Thus, both the credential submitted by lone tenderer was
insufficient. Technical credential was 44.6% lower and financial
credential was 43% lower which is quite off from actual requirement.
Therefore lower assessed value of tender led to award of tender to
the non-eligible firm.
As the assessed cost was based on only one old LAR of the
division. TC & TAA decided for unnecessary negotiation in this tender
without analysing offered rate in 1st TCM and without taking into
consideration the time elapsed and simply the logic that quoted cost
is 81% higher than estimated rate which was based on old LAR.
Later on in 2nd TCM the negotiated cost of 71,62,653/- compared
to original offer cost of
71,79,166/- was justified where the cost
was reduced only by 16,513/- out of original offered cost
71,79,166/-.
At this stage i.e. 2nd TCM, TC analysed the rate based on
Labour wages and a LAR of the other division and the assessed
cost come more than the offered cost of the lowest tenderer.
31
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Thus negotiation for reduction of rate was unnecessary. As
per extant instruction on Railway, negotiation is to be held only when
the rate is unreasonably high.

3.

Irregularity in requisition and cancellation of
requirement within a short period.

During investigation of a complaint case it was found that the
requisitions for electronic gadgets were submitted to stores branch
duly technically approved by a selection grade officer. The requisition
was marked urgent for passenger amenity. The requisitions were
withdrawn/cancelled on the ground of better technology &
specification in the market after the bids were opened and the case
was sent for technical recommendation. The requisitions were
withdrawn/cancelled within five months and no detailed reasons
indicating new specification was recorded. It was alleged in the
complaint that part materials were received but after opening of
tender it was cancelled because some other firm become lowest.
After withdrawal/cancellation of requisition, no fresh requisition or
action was taken.

The earth provides enough to satisfy
every man's need, but not for every
man's greed.
- Mahatma Gandhi
Unity blossoms when there is
appreciation of the values of each
person and their special contribution.
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CASE STUDY-1
CASE STUDIES
- Sri Awadesh Kumar Sinha
CVI/P

1. Regarding 3 RP (UP) Act (RPF) clearance in
departmental selection
A complaint was received by vigilance department on the
aspect of irregularities in the selection of 70% of Gr 'B' examination.
In this Gr 'B' selection all the successful candidates in the written
examination & viva-voce were promoted in Gr ' B' post after obtaining
SPE/VIG/DAR from the concerned department.
In a complaint received after the above promotion, it came to
notice that a successful candidate in the above selection was found
guilty in a case of 3 RP (UP) Act by the Railway Judicial Magistrate.
The said employee was convicted for six month bail bond on
condition of good behaviour during this period. He was promoted
during his conviction period. After the case came to notice, legal
advice & administrative decision was taken and the promoted officer
was reverted to his original post in Gr. 'C'. After the completion of
conviction period of the Hon'ble Court, the said employee was again
promoted in the Gaz Cadre as per the guidelines of law deptt. and
Railway Board.
During the vigilance check, it has been noticed that in every
selection for Gr 'C' to Gr' 'B 3 RP (UP) Act clearance is being taken
from the RPF deptt. But at present in the selection from Gr. 'D' to Gr
'C' and Gr. 'C' to Gr. 'C' 3 RP (UP)clearance is not being taken. It is
to be mentioned that all the cases registered under 3 RP (UP) Act
are criminal in nature and departmental promotion cannot be given
during the pending criminal cases/conviction period. For promotion
purpose clearance of 3 RP (UP) Act is essential to be obtained.
Hence, personnel deptt. of the HQ & divisions has been adviced to
obtain 3RP (UP) Act clearance in every selection.
2.

Irregularity in inter-division/inter Railway mutual transfer

A complaint regarding irregularity in mutual transfer in a
divsion was received in Vigilance Department. In course of inquiry it
came to notice that an employee from a division made joint
applications, one for inter divisional and the other for inter railway
transfer with two different employees which were forwarded by the
concerning supervisor.
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At divisional level, the application for inter divisional transfer
was dealt with by a Cadre clerk of Personnel department. After six
months of this application an another application for inter railway
mutual transfer was put up by the same cadre clerk of Personnel
department. The application, on being approved by ADRM was sent
to headquarter for initiating action at their level. Both the applications
for mutual transfer were dealt with by the same Cadre clerk and the
same Supervisor of Personnel Department and approval was
obtained from Chief Electrical Engineer. After approval, both the
transfer orders were issued. In the light of the first transfer orders
both the employees reported to the division to which they were
transferred. In the light of the second application for inter railway
transfer, the employee of the other railway, having been released,
reported to the division of East Central Railway and the employee
to be spared in place of him was already released earlier on the
basis of the first application for inter-divisional transfer. Thus he
could not be spared for Inter railway, as a result of which, two
employees reported to a division for duty while one employee was
spared from here.
The facts of the case were never examined at divisional or
headquarter level which resulted in irregularity in mutual transfer,
and for this irregularity, disciplinary proceedings against the cadre
clerks and supervisors of division and head quarters have been
recommended.
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CASE STUDIES CASE STUDY
- Sri Kumar Gyanjeet
CVI/A

3. Regarding delay in recovery of the advances

(Penal interest)

(System improvement letter)
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During a preventive-check conducted in one of the divisions,
it has been observed that recovery of the sanctioned advances was
started late by the concerned bill-clerk. It has been observed that in
some of the cases, recovery of the sanctioned advances has started
after more than 06 months from the date of sanction of the advance.
During the course of investigation, it has been observed thatRecovery of the sanctioned advances was started late by the
concerned bill-clerk. In fact, in some of the cases, recovery has
started after more than 06 months from the date of sanction of
the advance.
Recovery register is not being maintained in the bill section of
the division, whereas, as per para 4 of RBE No- 138/2002,
recovery register should be maintained in each branch offices
to monitor the recovery of advances.
There is no any system to monitor the submission of purchaseproof of the item for which advance has been sanctioned.
In absence of any system to monitor the submission of purchaseproof, the imposition of penal-interest gets delayed and there is
also a possibility that it may not being imposed on the employees
who have not deposited the purchase-proof resulting in a loss
of Rly. Revenue.
After investigation, a system improvement letter has been
issued to the division to ensure the timely recovery of advances
sanctioned in favour of the employees and also to ensure the
submission of purchase-proof of items for which advance has been
sanctioned. Suitable DAR action has also been recommended
against the responsible bill-clerks for delay in recovery of the
sanctioned advances.
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CP/MACP

(1) (a) (ii)

(FR-22) (i) (a) (2) R-II
(FR-22)
(Notional increment)

(i) (a) (i) R-I
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4. Irregularity in pay-fixation after financial upgradation
from Goods Guard to Sr. Goods Guard under ACP/
MACP Scheme
During investigation of a complaint case, it has been noticed
that 18 Goods guard were given financial upgradation under ACP
scheme as per RBE No- 233/99 and their pay-fixation was done as
per rule 1313(1)(a)(ii) of Indian Railways Establishment Mannual,
1987. It has also been noticed that in this specific case, paycommission was involved and DPO has given his order for payfixation subject to vetting by accounts, hence vetting of accounts
was necessary before payment of enhanced pay. But, salary of 18
goods-guard were continued to be charged at the rate of enhanced
pay, without obtaining the vetting of accounts and accounts
department never objected to it.
It has also been observed that in particular division, payfixation in case of regular promotion from Goods guard to Sr. Goods
guard is being done as per rule 1313(FR-22)(1)(a)(2)R-II by giving
only the benefit of Gr. Pay, whereas, in cases of ACP/MACP's payfixation is being done as per rule 1313(FR-22)(1)(a)(I)R-I by giving
the benefit of Gr. Pay and one notional increment. Thus, it becomes
an unusual situation, where financial benefits given under the ACP/
MACP scheme is higher than the financial benefits given in the case
of regular promotion under the same category. It has also been
observed that different practice is being adopted by different divisions
in matter of Pay-fixation of Goods guard.
After investigation, a letter has been written to CPO to bring
uniformity and clarity on the subject matter. Suitable DAR action
has also been recommended to the responsible employees involved
in the Pay-fixation of 18 Goods guard at the rate of enhanced pay.
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CASE STUDIES CASE STUDY
- Sri Amul Kumar Singh
CVI/A

5. Irregularities in out station/Foreign Rail Booking
of Staff on Duty.
A complaint under Public Interest Disclosure Resolution
(PIDPI) was received in this office and the same was investigated.
Investigation of allegation regarding irregularities in outstation/foreign
rail booking of staffs revealed that in one of the division, approval
for the booking of staff on duty to foreign railway has been taken by
AEN instead of Sr. DEN which is violation of item no. 16 of SOP
Establishment matter (NG). As per SOP JAG office is competent to
book staff on duty to foreign railway. It appears that this provision is
not known to all officials/officers in field units.
The investigation report has been sent to Railway Board.
Administrative action against staff has been recommended and all
divisions have been advised to circulate and provide copy of SOP
to all field offices.

(SOP)

1. Irregularities in attachment/detachment of party
coaches:
- K.N. Sahay
CVI/T
During investigation of a complaint case regarding attachment
/detachment of party coaches it was detected that the scheduled
programme as relayed by competent authority of HQ/HJP was
changed at a station citing verbal orders of officers without taking
due permission from HQ/HJP. The practice of change in departure
programme of coaches at local level from competent authority of
HQ may be due to malafide intention. It was also observed that
there is no mechanism for attachment/detachment of party coaches
of various hierarchy either at divisional or HQ level. Due to lack of
supervision at the station, the division and HQ level the practice of
37
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unauthorized changes in party coach movement at such station has
been continuing for long time citing verbal order which do not have
and authentic basis and are not proved in record. The investigation
on complaint is still in process. in the meantime in view of retirement
of an officer a part investigation report has been submitted in this
case.
A system improvement letter has been issued by the operating
department. The case is under investigation.
2.

Illegal demand of money by the ticket checking
staff:

On the basis of source information a decoy check was
conducted in a M/E train wherein a ticket checking staff demanded
and accepted illegal money of Rs. 150/- i.e Rs 75/- excess per ticket
for conversion of two second M/E ordinary ticket in to sleeper class
ticket from the decoy passenger.
The actual fare of these ticket was Rs.150/- for which the
staff demanded and accepted Rs 300/- . The concerned staff was
placed under suspension with immediate effect and subsequently
has been taken up under major penalty for the irregularity.

3. Irregularities in PRS:
During investigation of a complaint case it was detected that
the on duty reservation clerk of PRS counter at a station special
cancelled three JCRTs without obtaining the original JCRTs. The
value of the abovementioned JCRT was Rs 4164/-. The on duty
reservation clerk neither handed over the refund amount to the
concerned passenger nor did he deposit the same in sundry/ Govt.
cash. The above act of on duty reservation clerk resulted both as
pocketing the railway revenue for personal gain and diminished the
image of railway in public.
The concerned staff has been taken up under major penalty
for the irregularity.
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Important
System Improvement Letters
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SIL No. 25/2012
Office of the

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement

September 10, 2012.

Principal Chief Engineer,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Reconditioning of Points and Crossing with H3A and H3B
Electrodes.
Ref:

Railway Board's letter No. 2011/V3/EC/Engg/7-Comp dated
22.05.12.

1.

In course of investigation of complaint pertaining to reconditioning of points and crossings and wheel burnt rails, it was
observed that H3A class and H3B class of electrodes procured through works contract though these items are stock
item. On the issue of reconditioning of points and crossing
with H3B class of Electrodes, Railway Board has also issued
letter No. Track/21/2004/0110/7/2 dated 06.09.2005.

2.

Also removal of rail wheel burns, weld cupping and scabbed
rail has been done with H3B class of Electrodes, however it
should be done by Micro Flow Spray Powder Techniques as
approved by RDSO and through the agencies approved by
RDSO.

3.

CVC, while communicating its advise of the case has also
advised to issue suitable instructions/guidelines on the above
two issues.
It is, therefore, requested that a system improvement letter
be issued to divisions and all concerned and a copy of instruction
issued may be sent to this office for information and compliance to
CVC.
(B.P.Gupta)
SDGM
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SIL No. 27/12
Office of the

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50

Date: 20.09.2012

Chief Mechanical Engineer
East Central Railway,
Hajipur
Sub:- Standard tender document for washing of Linen of AC
coaches.
In one of the Preventive Check on the aspect of cleanliness
of linen in train no. 12397 UP (Mahabodhi Exp) on 27.07.12, it was
found that out of 8 nos. of bedsheets, 3 nos bedsheets were having
oil stain which can not be removed in ordinary washing and required
to be washed with Oxalic Acid and Acetone. The concerned tender
document of MGS division however does not have provision of use
of above chemicals for removing the stain. It has been noted that
the tender document of DHN division has provision of removing all
type of stains with Oxalic Acid and Acetone .
Since different divisions are calling tender for linen washing,
it is suggested that a standard tender document for linen washing
duly approved by HQ be circulated to all the divisions of E.C. Rly.
CME may kindly consider the above suggestion for necessary
action.
Action taken may kindly be advised at earliest.
( B.P. Gupta)
Sr. Dy. General Manager
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SIL No. 31/2012

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50
Date: 14.12.2012
Principal Chief Engineer,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Annual Maintenance Contract - Cases when more than one
authorized dealer of OEM in same city/vicinity.
In case of one of the Vigilance Investigation, General
Manager/ECR has observed as under:" In the public procurement system, an open and transparent
system of calling tender is most desirable. However in a specialized
work like maintenance of DG sets, quality of spare parts, prompt
and quality service to maintain can also not be overlooked and thus
it will be desirable to call tender from the OEM or authorized dealer
of OEM.
In case an OEM has more than one authorized dealer for the
specialized work in the same city or in very close vicinity then calling
of special limited tender from these authorized dealer of OEM will
ensure competition and rates received will be market determined.
Thus the system of calling of special limited tender from the
authorized dealer of OEM to be followed. In case there is only one
authorized dealer of OEM in the same city or close vicinity then
single tender can be called.
In special circumstances, when more than one authorized
dealer of OEM are available in the same city or close vicinity and
even then the executive department wish to call single tender from
one authorized dealer of OEM, then the tender accepting authority
must record the reason for calling single tender and not special
limited tender. In case the tender accepting authority is below SAG
level then the approval of SAG officer shall be taken before calling
of single tender."
It is requested that suitable corrigendum/addendum/
incorporation of additional note in SOP Pt'A' item 59 may be done
in consultation with Railway Board/FA&CAO.
( B.P. Gupta)
Sr. Dy. General Manager
Copy: DGM(G) : for information & necessary action.
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SIL NO.32/2012

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement Letter/50

Dated 18.12.12

CPO
E.C Railway,
Hajipur
Sub:- Delay in compassionate ground appointment of the
dependents of Ex. Rly. Employee and role of Welfare
Inspectors.
During preventive checks conducted in divisional units, it
has been observed that there is a large time-gap between date of
death of the employee and date of finalisation of compassionate
appointment of the dependents of the deceased employee. In some
of the cases, this delay was more than 02 years. During scrutiny, it
was observed that the delay was mainly because of the delay in
submission of the required documents by the applicants and also
due to delay in completing the verification process of these
documents by the welfare inspector. In most of the cases, it is
observed that dependents are not aware of the documents to be
submitted by them.
In this regard, it is mentioned that CG appointment is a welfare
activity and hence Railway Board from time to time has emphasised
the need for early finalisation of C.G cases. Instructions contained
in RBENo- 101/1994 and local instructions issued vide letter noECR/HRD/Rectt/CG/Policy dtd 24.09.04 envisage a proactive role
by welfare inspector in early finalisation of C.G appointment. Welfare
inspectors are supposed to assist family in completing paper work
related to C.G appointment and settlement matters and also to obtain
application from them. As per RBE No- 101/1994, welfare wing is
also expected to make available a copy of brochure giving an outline
of the procedure including a check-list of all the documents to be
attached with the application by the dependent of the deceased
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employee. Such proactive action by W.I's is likely to reduce the
time taken in finalisation of CG appointments and reduce complaints
and harassment of dependents of Railway employee.
In view of the above, it is advised to issue instructions laying
down the time schedule for each stage reiterating Railway Board's
instruction on the subject. A comprehensive duty list of welfare
inspectors and check-list as mentioned above, may also be finalised
and circulated to all concerned at the earliest.
(B.P.Gupta)
Senior Dy. General Manager
E. C. Railway, Hajipur

Daily practice of gratitude is one
of the conduits by which your
wealth will come to you.
-Wallac Wattler
The glue that holds all relationship
together - including the relationship
between the leader and the led is trust,
and is based on integrity.
- Brian Tracy
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SIL NO.33/2012

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
December 28, 2012.

CCM,
E.C.Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Review of posting of ECRCs in SPJ division to avoid
temporary deployments.
General Manager/ECR while recording his recommendation
on the Investigation Report of a PIDPI complaint regarding TA by
ECRCs, has observed as under:
"CCM to review the posting of ECRC in Samastipur division
with a view to minimise temporary deployment of the staff. This will
bring down the Travelling Allowance amount being paid. The review
to be completed by 31.01.2013."
It is requested that the action be taken immediately and review
be completed by 31.01.2013 as directed by General Manager with
a view to minimise temporary deployment of the staff.
The action taken may kindly be advised to this office at earliest.
(B.P.Gupta)
SDGM
Copy to:1. DRM/SPJ- for information and necessary action please.
2. File No. ECR/Vig./V-2/Gaz/SPJ/08-12/41-PIDR
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SIL No. 01/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50

January 04, 2013.

CMD,
E.C.Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Maintenance of document/record keeping for the sanitation
works at stations by Medical deptt.
During Vigilance Audit of E.Co.Railway by ECR, it was noted
that the record being maintained for sanitation at PURI station for
day to day sanitation and materials issued appear to be good
practices and are amenable to checks by higher authorities.
A copy of the same has already been handed over to you for
suitable instruction and examine implementation on ECR also.
It was noted during the check with Sr.DMO by SDGM at Gaya
station on 23.12.12, that the sheet being used for the recording of
items executed on day to day basis does not have top initial of any
Medical Officer or sheet is not Machine Numbered. To ensure that
sheets are not changed subsequently at any point of time, the same
should be Machine Numbered and top initialed by the Medical Officer.
Suitable instruction issued in this regard may kindly be advised
to this office.
(Mahesh Kumar)
Dy.CVO(S)
For GM(Vig.)
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SIL No. 02/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement Letter/50 Dated 08/01/2013
FA&CAO
ECR/HJP
Sub:- Delay in Remittance of Railway Receipts into Government
Account.
Ref:- Your letter No.ECR/A/cs/BKS/RIB/Corres/P-I dt.18/12/2012
A preventive check was conducted in Books/RIB section of
HQ/HJP on the aspect of delay in crediting Railway Earnings into
Railway's Account by Deposit Banks. It has been found that Stations have been remitting its earning into Local Bank (having deposit account) on the very next day. Whereas Local Bank is remitting such Railway Receipts by clubbing the transactions/amount
of two weeks /one month and sending it to the Focal Point Branch
through a single Demand Draft after considerable lapse of time.
Delays up to six months have been found in settlement of the same
in Railway Account. e.g.
I.

PNB/Raxaul has sent the receipts of one month transactions
pertaining to 31.05.09 to 30.6.09 through a single D.D.no.08/09
for Rs.2,57,19,876/- to the FPB and settlement of the same is
done in Govt.Account through RBI on 31.12.09 i.e. after six
months.

II. Similarly, PNB/Kankarbagh, Patna has sent the receipts of two
weeks transactions pertaining to 1.6.11 to 16.6.11 through a
single D.D.no.10/11 for Rs.4,12,11,116/- to the FPB and settlement of the same is done in Govt.Account through RBI on
25.8.11 i.e. after two months.
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II

In this regard, it has also been observed that no Penal Interest has been levied on banks so far for such delay. Penal Interest
comes to the tune of Rs 14 lakh(approx.) for delay in these two
cases only. Further, the arrear of more than four years of reconciliation of challans and Bank Scrolls has been observed as a result of
which that instructions contained in Railway Bd's letter No. 2005/
ACII/9/11 dt.20.2.2007 could not be followed.
Hence, in view of the above, you are requested to look into
the matter for timely review/reconciliation of all the remittances made
by the deposit banks and take necessary action for levying the Penal Interest for such delay well in time.
This has approval of SDGM.
(Abhishek Kumar)
Dy.Chief Vigilance Office(A)
For General Manager(Vig.)

Integrity is not a conditional word. It
doesn't blow in the wind or change
with the weather. It is your inner image
of yourself, and if you look in there
and see a man who won't cheat, then
you know he never will.
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SIL No. 03/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig /System Improvement/50/

Dated:- 10.01.2013

Divisional Railway Manager
East Central Railway
DHN, DNR, MGS, SEE & SPJ
Chief Workshop Manager- SPJ & PD/MGS
Sub:- Intimation of delivery of scrap to vigilance and maintenance
of records.
During investigation of a Vigilance case, procedural lapse in
timely intimation in terms of delivery of scrap to vigilance in a
divisional unit was observed. It was found that intimation for delivery
of scrap had been sent to vigilance organization on the date of start
of delivery/ after the date of start of delivery.
There was no page numbering on the scrap delivery case
file. As for completion of delivery of a particular lot, nothing was
mentioned (like delivery completed) in the lot register neither the
SRO was defaced for the lot for which delivery was completed.
Necessary instruction in this regard may be issued to all
concerned with intimation to this office.

(Mahesh Kumar)
Dy. Chief Vigilance officer(S)
For General Manager/Vigilance
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SIL No. 04/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50

February 5, 2013.

CEE
E.C.Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Accountal of TRD/Stores for the sanctioned works.
As per Indian Railway ACTM Para 10815(2) a tally book for
the sanction works are to be maintained work wise (Copy enclosed).

VI

While investigating a complain case it has been noted that
Sr. DEE/TRD/MGS has issued a letter vide his No. KA-VI/Bhandar/
Genl. Dated 16.03.11 that the storage of materials for all the TRD
items procured through stores as well as contractual supply items
will be stored under SSE/S&W and the material issuing authority
will be SSE/S&W/MGS(Copy enclosed). How the accountal of
materials against works will be accounted for work wise is not clear
from this letter of Sr.DEE/TRD/MGS.
It is to be ensured that the accountal of material for the
sanctioned work be done work wise. This will also be required to
draw the completion Report/Completion statements.
A copy of the detailed instruction issued in consultation with
associate finance may be sent to this office.

DA : As stated above.
(B.P.Gupta)
SDGM
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SIL No. 05/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the
General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.

No. ECR/Vig/System Improvement letter/50

Dated- 08/02/2013

Chief Personnel Officer
East Central Railway
Hajipur.
Sub:- Clearance from RPF with regard to Cases under 3 R.P. (U.P)
Act at the time of departmental promotions.
As per extent instructions of Railway Board, a Railway
employee is not to be promoted during pendency of a criminal case.
Investigation of a case revealed that a employee was promoted
from Gr. 'C' to Gr. 'B' while a criminal case under 3 R.P. (U.P) Act
was pending against him. In this selection DAR and SPE/Vig
clearance was taken and based on the available position selection
was finalized. However, later it came to notice that the employee
was convicted by Hon'ble court under 3 R.P. (U.P) Act of RPF. This
fact was not known to the selection committee. When the matter
came to notice the employee was reverted to Gr. 'C'. After this case,
General Manager gave an instruction to take clearance with regard
to 3 R.P. (U.P) Act from RPF for Gr. 'B' selections. Accordingly,
such clearance is being taken in Group 'B' selections. However, no
such clearance is being taken in other promotions within Gr. 'C' and
from Gr. 'D' to Gr. 'C'.
It is mentioned that cases under 3 R.P. (U.P) Act are criminal
in nature. Hence, in order to ward off possibility of a Railway
employee getting promoted with a pending criminal case under 3
R.P. (U.P) Act it is desirable that in all departmental promotions
clearance from RPF is taken with regard to cases under 3 R.P.
(U.P) Act. Hence, it is requested that necessary instruction may be
issued to all concerned in this regard.
Action taken may please be intimated to this office.
This has approval of SDGM.
(Abhishek Kumar)
Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer (A)
For General Manager (Vig)
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SIL NO. 06/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

East Central Railway
Office of the
General Manager
(Vigilance)
Hajipur-844101

No. ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50

Dated Feb, 2013.

All PHODs/ECR
All DRMs/ECR
Sub: - Posting of officials (Non Gazetted) on a sensitive post.
While investigating a complaint case, it has been observed
that the officials who have been punished under major penalty in a
vigilance case are being again posted on a very sensitive post.
It is requested that as far as possible officials (Non Gazetted) punished with major penalty in a vigilance case in the last three
years should not be posted on a highly sensitive post.
A copy of the instruction issued may be sent to this office.

(S.P.S. Yadav)
Dy. CVO(Elect.)
For G.M. (Vig)
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SIL No.-08/2013
Office of the

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50

March 15, 2013.

All PHODs/CHODs,
All DRMs,
E.C.Railway.
Sub :- Power to enter into AMC of Hardware & Software.
The power of planning and awarding AMC of Hardware and
Software is governed by Railway Board's letter No. 2006/C&IS/Oth./
Delegation of Powers/36 dated 10.12.2008 and accordingly the
specific provision for the same exists under miscellaneous matter
(P/165) of SOP of E.C.Railway.
It has been noted in a vigilance check in one of the division
that the AMC of Hardware and Software were treated as ordinary
works contract and dealt under SOP of Works matter under 10 (a),
which is not correct. In the division, the awarding of contract was
approved at ADRM level which is not correct. The full power lies
with GM/DRM/SAG(independent charge) only
This has been brought to the notice of divisions and Sr.DFMs
by FA&CAO vide his D.O. No. ECR/A/FA&CAO/Conf./04 dated
14.03.2013.
It is requested that the instructions issued by Railway Board
on the subject matter as well as in Misc. part of SOP of ECR be
brought to notice of all concerned for strict compliance.
(S.P.S.Yadav)
Dy.CVO(Elect.)
For General Manager(Vig.)
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No 09/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the:
General Manager (Vigilance)
Hajipur -844 101
Tele: 06224 - 273284 (BSNL)
025 - 22030 (RLY)
Fax: 06224 - 274133

No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50

Date: 02.04.2013

FA&CAO
E.C. Railway,
Hajipur.
Sub:- Maintenance and monitoring of purchase suspense.
While investigating a tender case no. 11/10/1066 for procurement of Oil Servo RR,606 PL No. 80014318 from M/s IOC, it has
been noted that 100% advance payment of Rs. 3,63,22,720/- for
287 KL Servo Oil was made by ECR. However till date only
2,85,130.470 Ltrs. of Servo oil has been supplied valuing Rs.
3,42,93,776.00 & Rs. 20,28,944.00 advance paid to M/s IOC still
remains outstanding.
The last supply made by M/s IOC was during April'12 & thereafter neither supply has been made further by the firm nor any action has been taken to recover the outstanding amount from the
firm. It has also been noted that cases of 100% advance payment
of purchase are not being monitored and updated regularly in consultation with Stores Branch as envisaged vide para 2747S which
may lead to loss of Railway money with parties or delayed refund/
recovery having financial implications.
It is requested that cases of purchase suspense for which
advance payment are made to the suppliers be monitored. Suitable
instruction may please be issued to all concerned. A copy of the
instruction issued be sent to this office for record.
( Mahesh Kumar)
Dy. CVO/S
for General Manager (Vig.)
Copy to
COS/ECR for information and necessary action.
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SIL No 10/2013

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

Office of the:
General Manager (Vigilance)
Hajipur -844 101
Tele: 06224 - 272494 (BSNL)
025 - 22006 (RLY)
Fax: 06224 - 274133

No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50

Date: 03.04.2013

Divisional Railway Manager,
East Central Railway,
Sonepur, Samastipur, Danapur, Mughalsarai & Dhanbad
Sub:- Providing copy of SOP - Establishment matter (NG) to field
Sr. Subordinate & Asstt. Officers on the Division.
In a Vigilance Investigation of a complain case forwarded by
CVC, it was noted that clerk & inspectors of Engg. Deptt of field
offices were not aware about Schedule of Power for booking of
staff to foreign Railway. As per SOP, on Establishment Matterapproval of minimum JAG officer is required for booking of staff to
foreign Railway but staff are being booked with approval of Asstt.
Officers. This is in violation of SOP provision.
The staff during clarification indicated unawareness of SOP
provision of Establishment matters.
The SOP of ECR is available on ECR website. It is advised
that a copy of same for relevant matter be printed by branch officer
& supplied to field Sr. Subordinates under them so that officials
know the provision, power & violation of SOP is eliminated on
account of unawareness.
Action taken may please be advised to this office.
( B.P. Gupta)
Sr. Dy. General Manager
Copy to:
All PHODs/CHODs/ECR for information
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SIL No.-11/2013
Office of the

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50

April 12, 2013.

All DRMs,
E.C.Railway.
Sub:- Implementation of JPO issued by Railway Board in regard to
receipt and accountal of HSD Oil at RCDs of the divisions.
During the check carried out by Vigilance at one of the RCDs
of the division, huge shortage of HSD Oil has been noted and one
of the failure noted during check is non implementation of JPO issued
by Railway Board circulated vide Railway Board's letter No. 2006/
Fuel/25/Pt. dated 09.03.2010 (copy enclosed). In some of the cases
the responsibilities have been fixed up at higher level due to failure
of inspection and supervisory role.
In past on advice of Vigilance branch, CMPE/ECR had also
highlighted the irregularities at RCDs vide his letter No. ECR/MEC/
OPR/318 dated 20.12.2011 to all Sr. DME/DME (Power) (copy
enclosed).
It is requested to ensure implementation of Railway Board's
JPO regarding receipt and accountal of HSD Oil. Inspection of
RCDs be carried out by AME/DME/Sr.DMEs in terms of Railway
Board's letter mentioned above.

DA: As above.
(B.P.Gupta)
SDGM
Copy to CME/ECR - for information and ensuring compliance of
JPO of Railway Board by field officials.
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SIL No.-12/2013
Office of the

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY General Manager(Vig.)
Hajipur.
No. ECR/Vig/System Improvement/50

Date: 07.05.2013

Chief Mechanical Engineer,
East Central Railway,
Hajipur
95/
M(C)/141/1 Vol-II dtd.21/28.05.2010

Sub:- Test check for the coach cleaning works.
Ref: Exe. Dir. Mech. Engg. (Coaching)/Rly. Board's letter no. 95/
M(C )/141/1Vol.II dtd. 21/28.05.2010
During one of the vigilance investigation, it has been noted
that the checks endorsed in measurement book by AME did not
indicate the specific item, Train rake & date on which the test check
was exercised. The general endorsement recorded was 20%
checked as sample basis.
Railway Board vide letter under reference above has
prescribed the test check on the contract work by supervisors &
officers (AME/CDO & Sr. DME) of Mechanical deptt.
It is advised that officials making the check at coaching Depot
must endorse/ record in the contract wise Registers maintained for
this purpose by the depots. For the OBHS Train wise nomination of
the Supervisor as envisaged in Rly. Board's letter under reference
be issued & record of checks kept in the Register/file for the contract.
Action must be taken for any deficiency as per contract
provisions. While recording test check in Measurement Book (MB)
by supervisor & AME/CDO details of item checked with train no./
Rake & date of check should be mentioned. This must be ensured
by bill passing officials.
It is requested that suitable instruction be issued to all
divisions.
(B.P. Gupta)
Sr. Dy. General Manager
Copy to:
DRMs/ECR- DHN, MGS, DNR, SEE & SPJ - for information and
necessary action.
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